Therapeutic Relationship and Quality of Life in Chronic Diseases
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Abstract: The relationship between healthcare professionals and patients is a special form of human relationship. The interpersonal relationship developed among the patient and the caregiver involves not only communication and active listening, but also emotions from both sides. The establishment of a therapeutic relationship and the roles within it are largely determined by the behavior of those involved. A therapeutic relationship requires effective communication and empathy of the nurse practitioner, as well as the patient’s active participation in the process. The quality of the relationship between two people is the most important element in determining the effectiveness of the care delivered.
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1. Introduction

Chronic and complex health conditions or diseases are the greatest challenges that healthcare systems, globally, are going to have to attend to in the years to come. Since the late 1990s, a global shift of attention from acute health conditions to more chronic has been recorded [1]. At the same time, universal health policy makers adopted a more humanistic approach with the services having the patient/client at the center of healthcare provision. Furthermore, global healthcare systems focused on public health and health promotion addressing health risks from the natural and socio-economic environment.

Advances in sciences and medical technological improvements, better living conditions and better preventive strategies increased life expectancy, altered the proportion of older people in the population, and changed the burden and type of diseases that healthcare systems are required to manage. Except from diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular or cerebrovascular diseases that are chronic, some other health conditions that were thought to be fatal, such as Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS), are nowadays chronic manageable health problems [2]. In addition, health conditions caused by the “modern” lifestyle, such as obesity, allergies or depression, need to be addressed. Finally, health impairments and disabilities, such as blindness or musculoskeletal disorders, are regarded as chronic and need chronic treatments. All the above described conditions have led to a growing number of people with chronic health problems to seek healthcare [3].

As the age structure of the population is changing, old age could be considered a factor contributing to chronic health problems. It is estimated that by 2030 the 23.5% of Europe’s population will be 65 years and older, with those aged more than 80 years old being the 6.4% of the population [4].

Within this context, healthcare professionals, either in hospital settings or in the community, are asked to provide care for chronic patients for longer periods of time. The long-term relationship established between the professional and the patient is a commitment of care, a mutual agreement to work together for the good of the patient and it is described in the literature as Therapeutic Relationship (TR). Therapeutic Relationship is considered to be a system of diverse and expected social values and behaviors produced
from the interaction between healthcare professionals and patients/clients [5].

2. Chronic Diseases

The World Health Organisation has defined chronic diseases as “a health problem that lasts for long periods of time, progress slowly and is not passed from person to person” [6]. The criteria of defining a chronic health condition include duration and severity of the illness, the way it affects everyday life and the need for healthcare services [7]. Chronic diseases are usually a long-term issue for patients with a great variation of symptom severity and functional status. During the course of patient’s life their health status is constantly changing for better or worse [8]. In general, chronic diseases are slow in progression, long in duration and requiring medical treatment [9].

Chronic non-communicable diseases not only change the people’s quality of life but account for more than 50% of the global disease burden [10] and are the leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for 38 million deaths each year [6]. In Europe, chronic diseases account for the 77% of the disease burden [11]. In the European Union, in 2014, the 32.5% of the population over 16 years old reported a long-lasting health problem [12]. On the other side of the Atlantic, in the USA, chronic diseases are the leading causes of disability and death, accounting for 70% of deaths [13] [14]. In addition, it has been estimated that about 50% of adults have a chronic medical condition and 25% of all adult population have multiple chronic health conditions [15].

Many of these chronic diseases are sharing the same risk factors and are widely associated with lifestyle [16]. Researchers attribute a lot of the chronic diseases to tobacco and alcohol consumption, dietary habits and lack of physical activities [17]. Some commonly known chronic diseases are diabetes mellitus (with a global yearly increase in prevalence), cardiovascular diseases (major causes of long-term disability), chronic respiratory diseases (the fourth leading cause of death worldwide), depressive disorders (projected to be the second major contributor to the disease burden worldwide by 2020) and some types of cancer [2] [18].

Despite the various prevention and/or control strategies implemented by governmental and non-governmental organisations the number of people affected by chronic health problems is steadily increasing [16].

Devis (1994) claimed that chronic disease disrupt a person’s life and has an impact on his/her well-being or quality of life [19]. But it is not only the patient that it is affected; chronic illness is affecting the family as well. It is an experience that influences a bigger group of people, with care, quite often, being provided within the family [3]. Illness, as a family member, develops a relationship with all other family members, not just the person with the diagnosis [20] [21]. It is common that the family as a whole is partener in the Therapeutic Relationship with the healthcare professionals.

3. Therapeutic Relationship

Nowadays, that chronic diseases have become a major medical problem for the healthcare system, the chronic patient is invited to be a partner in the medical care process and actively participate in decision making. A Therapeutic relationship or Therapeutic Alliance is formed between the healthcare professional and the patient. It is a special form of human relationship and a major part of care delivered. Moreover, it is the means by which a therapist and a client hope to interact with each other, aiming at producing a beneficial change for the client/patient, healing and/or enhancing functioning and rehabilitation [22] [23]. In other words, it is a purposeful, goal directed relationship for the best interest and outcome of the client/patient [22] [24]. The establishment of a Therapeutic Relationship and the roles within it are mainly determined by the behavior of persons involved. Achieving a good Therapeutic Relationship requires effective communication and empathy from the healthcare professionals, as well as the positive participation of the patient.

The Therapeutic Relationship is central to all domains of healthcare provision, regardless of setting and clinical situation. In mental health and community or primary care, Therapeutic Relationship is the basis of working together to promote health issues. In hospital settings, such as Intensive Care Unit or Operating Theatre, Therapeutic Relationship may not be obvious but it is the intervention through which comfort, support and provision of care are facilitated [24]. It has been found that when people with HIV perceive that they have a good Therapeutic Relationship with the professionals responsible for their treatment and their physician knows them by name, a better adherence to treatment is achieved [25].

A Therapeutic Relationship to be effective has to be built on sincerity, empathy, altruism and congeniality [26]. It has to evolve around qualities such as respect, genuineness, empathy, trust, confidentiality, active listening and responding to patient/client concerns [27].

The healthcare professional, without being judgmental, accepts the patient/client as a unique human being and respects his/her beliefs and way of living, enhancing therapeutic communication. The ability to be truly interested and not hide behind the professional status, helps the patient/client to better interact with the healthcare providers. Furthermore, high levels of empathy, the ability to understand the emotional state of another person, can assist the professional to identify the patient’s concerns and attend to them [28].

It is well documented that trust is very important in the context of chronic illness due to enhanced patient vulnerability, uncertainty about the outcome, and increased dependence on healthcare professionals [29] [30] [31]. Hall (2006), states that trust is constructed through interpersonal relationships and is driven by the ability of the professional to provide care, competency, honesty and confidentiality [30]. Healthcare professionals have the legal and moral
obligation for keeping to themselves, and the immediate team of carers, any information given by their patients, unless criminal acts or neglect is revealed. For other scholars effective communication among clinicians, patients and/or their families plays a crucial role towards improving patient outcome [11] [32] [33].

Communication is the cornerstone of the relationship described. Good communication skills make distinguish the good from the excellent professional [34]. Literature, as well as, clinical practice reveals various communication patterns adapted by clinicians. Rotter et al. (1997) described five different communication patterns: 1) narrowly biomedical, 2) expanded biomedical, 3) biopsychosocial, 4) psychosocial, and 5) consumerist. The narrowly biomedical pattern is notable for the discussion of medical issues and closed type questions [35]. In the expanded biomedical pattern, similar to the narrow pattern, the clinician is asking psychosocial questions as well. In the biopsychosocial pattern, there is a balance between biomedical and psychosocial information exchanged between healthcare professionals and patients. The patient is able to describe in more details his/her personal experience of the illness [36]. In the psychosocial pattern the clinician is focusing mainly in the psychosocial problems the patient is facing and how they are affecting his physical state. Finally, in the last pattern, the consumerist, the clinician is a consultant who answers questions rather than asking them. The patient/client is dominates this last pattern [35] [36].

The foundation of the Therapeutic Relationship is set during the first meeting/appointment with a healthcare professional, the orientation phase as it is called. The tone of the words exchanged can promote communication and can help in building the relationship. Patients could begin interacting and start to establish trust to the healthcare professional who will clarify the purpose and nature of the relationship aiming at decreasing the patient’s anxiety levels. Body language and active listening can help patients feel more comfortable and remain focused on the goals set at the beginning. The orientation phase usually ends with the therapeutic contract between the healthcare professional and the patient. This contract, although not formal and written, explains the roles of the people involved and the goals of the relationship [37].

After the first contact, during the orientation phase, the healthcare professional and the patient work together to identify problems, set problem-oriented goals and the appropriate interventions within the care plan. This is happening during the second, identification phase. The active part of the therapeutic relationship is happening mostly during the next phase. During exploitation phase, all the appropriate interventions are carried out and/or re-assessment and re-evaluation takes place. The therapeutic relationship established in the previous phases, allows the patient and healthcare professional to work together and help the first to regain control of his health status. The therapeutic relationship could be long-term, for patients with cancer, or short-term, for patients with minor operations.

Each one of these types of relationships will end, eventually. Ending a therapeutic relationship requires a period of resolution, or else a resolution phase. Finally, during the last phase of the therapeutic relationship, the termination phase, the achievement of goals and the care plan can be reviewed. Unmet goals can be identified and re-planned or follow-up care could be programmed. Feelings of sadness and loss are normal to be experienced, by both participants. Healthcare professionals and patients should talk about these feelings and the ending of their relationship. The therapeutic relationship will finish with completeness and satisfaction, if all feelings are acknowledged.

As in everyday life, some personal and professional boundaries have to be set in order for the therapeutic relationship to be effective [37]. Boundaries are important, both ethically and legally, and help to establish and maintain the specific roles within the professional therapeutic relationship. The most important of them is objectivity. The healthcare professional needs to be objective when assessing the patient’s needs and plan his/her care, even if he/she has been caring for the patient for a long time. Through self-awareness, the healthcare professional would be able to differentiate between compassionate care and over-involvement that endangers the ability to provide professional, competent and objective care. Another component of the therapeutic relationship that has to be in mind is the professional’s self-disclosure. During the interaction with patients, healthcare professionals want to appear professional and not to release personal data or feelings, but self-disclosure could and will happen. Personal questions towards healthcare professionals might be used by patients in order to find common topics for conversation or to feel more comfortable when discussing personal data. Personal data should never be shared with the patient and nurses could avoid it by focusing on the patient’s care plan [37].

4. Health-Related Quality of Life

Health has been defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as not only the absence of illness, but also the complete physical, mental and social well-being [39]. It is a multidimensional phenomenon, influenced by many biological, behavioral and environmental factors. In more recent years, theoretics have stated that health and illness are reflected in an individual’s relationships [38]. A person’s illness affects his/her adaptability and his/her personality could be characterized as divergent [40].

Aristoteles and Plato were the first to teach about QoL or evdemonia ("ευδαιµονία"), bliss. It was stated that it was not the material goods a person possessed that gave him bliss, but the happiness deriving from good and virtuous acts of the soul [41]. Within this context, and since the basic standard of living was acquired for the greater part of the population, shortly after the great wars of the 20th century, WHO produced a definition for QoL. According to that definition, "Quality of life is defined as individuals' perception of
his/her position in life in the context of the culture and value system in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations and standards and concerns. It is a broad ranging concept affected, in a complex way, by the person’s physical health, psychological state, level of independence, social relationships, and their relationship to salient features of their environment” [42] [43].

Another term, used for the first time during the 1970s, determines the impact of an illness on psychological, physical and social aspects of a person’s life, and it is named Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) [44]. Patrick and Erickson (1993) define HRQoL as the value assigned to duration of life as modified by the impairments, functional states, perceptions and social opportunities that are influenced by disease, injury, treatment or policy [45]. HRQoL includes functional capacity, cognitive, emotional, sexual and social functionality as well as the patients’ self-perception about his/her health status and/or treatment interventions [9] [46].

HRQoL can be easily distinguished from QoL, as the first is focusing on the effects of an illness or a disease to the individual’s QoL. These effects could include symptoms of the disease and treatment side effects, satisfaction from a specific treatment, short- and long-term disabilities [47]. It is generally accepted that HRQoL is a multidimensional concept of physical, psychological and social functioning that are affected by one’s diseases and/or treatment [9].

The current rise in chronic diseases, such those presented earlier in the paper, results in a deterioration of many people’s health, in dysfunctionality and decreased HRQoL. Research on HRQoL can help patients on the long-term, as it is exposing the QoL aspects that may be affected by each chronic disease [8]. Having these information, and within the established Therapeutic Relationship, healthcare professionals can use the appropriate tools to measure HRQoL, to adjust interventions or treatment to handle these factors and to predict the effectiveness of any treatment implemented [48] [49].

Social Production Functions (SPF) theory suggests a theoretical framework of the effects of disease on QoL. Quality of life in SPF theory is seen as psychological well-being which exists to the extent that universal needs are met: physical well-being and social well-being. SPF theory assumes that people produce their own well-being by trying to optimize achievement of universal needs. Human beings choose cost-effective ways to produce well-being in order to achieve the satisfaction of their needs [5].

HRQoL is a multidimensional concept requiring the evaluation of the multiple dimensions of quality of life and the assessment of each dimension selected. Multi-item assessments within a given dimension of quality of life are necessary for someone to understand it and its relationship to the patients’ illnesses, therapeutic approach, and other life circumstances [50].

Researchers demonstrate different levels of HRQoL among various chronic disease patients. Avis et al (2005) have found that in cancer patients social and sexual aspect of the HRQoL is quite affected, as well as physical (body image) and cognitive aspect [47]. Scientists have stated that in cardiovascular patients the physical aspect of HRQoL is mainly affected [51], whereas others describe depressive disorders as the most important change [52].

The Therapeutic Relationship is a cooperative, built over time, relationship in the sense that the therapist and the patient are working as a team and complete one another [53]. The Therapeutic Relationship follows certain structural preconditions. Within this process, both members agree about the therapeutic approach and continuity of care. The therapist is trying to help his patient/client to detect and understand his/her thoughts, feelings and behaviors. Finally, they both anticipate for the best outcome. Very important concepts in the therapeutic relationship are positive interaction, trust, warmth, support, acceptance, cooperation, reciprocity and commitment.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, empathy, effective communication and active listening are the skills required from healthcare professionals in order to effectively interact with their patients/clients. The Therapeutic Relationship is based on the joint commitment of the clinician and the patient/client to work together in order to fulfill the goals of chronic care; not only to cure the disease and prevent any complications, but to enhance the patient’s functional status, minimize symptoms, prolong life expectancy and enhance QoL.
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